Abstract. In recent years futures science has received a great deal of attention and has gained worldwide credibility in the science community as the science of tomorrows. The countless applications of futures studies in various fields have been a major breakthrough for mankind. Undoubtedly, decision making is one of the most significant aspects of shaping the future and an integral part of any credible future research. Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) in general and Multiple Attribute Decision Making in particular (MADM), are among the most remarkable subparts of the decision making process. The most recent model developed using the MADM method is the Dynamic MADM. The model does not specifically concentrate on the future actions and approaches and remains to be fully explored. This research presents a new concept and a new approach in the MADM field which is called the Prospective Multiple Attribute Decision Making (PMADM). The PMADM model can very well cover the DMADM concept but instead chooses to focus on future topics. The study also introduces two new approaches. The first research aims to elaborate the basis of this model and then evolves to deal with the future limiters as they potentially pop up and change the course of future actions. The new model based on future limiters is separated and categorized into two sections; one of which is looked upon without the probabilities rate and the other one with the probabilities rate. This approach is deemed priceless due to its major applicability in the ranking of the MADM methods such as: TOPSIS, VIKOR, COPRAS, ARAS, WASPAS and etc. Finally, a case study with the various applications of PMADM model in WASPAS methodology is put forth and illustrated.
Introduction
Nowadays Multiple-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) method is considered to be an appropriate way of making decisions in different fields such as: economics, system engineering, logistics, society, energy, management science and etc. (Behzadian et al. 2010 (Behzadian et al. , 2012 Ishizaka, Labib 2011; Chen, Li 2011; Scott et al. 2012; Chai et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Aguezzoul 2014; Mardani et al. 2015) .
Most decisions regarding real-world problems occur dynamically. Both alternatives and criteria can be considered dynamic because situations can easily change and the final decision must be made with caution (Campanella, Ribeiro 2011) .
In cases considered to be among the dynamic, time dependency plays an integral role and therefore should be considered as a vital topic in the decision making process. So far alternatives have not considered the dynamic during a certain time period. In fact situations are constantly changing which makes the decision making process about the alternatives pretty challenging. The preferences will also change most definitely as the time goes by and these changes must be taken into consideration. The importance of time dependency and its significance in real-world situations shall not be ignored either (Saaty 2007) .
Such models of decision making have been utilized both in the past and in the current performance of alternatives called Dynamic Multi-Criteria Decision Making (DMCDM), because the time is considered in them (Campanella, Ribeiro 2011; Lin et al. 2008; Saaty 2007; Zulueta et al. 2013) . DMCDM is focused on topics which are performed based on information at different time periods (Lin et al. 2008; Teng 2011; Xu 2008; Xu, Yager 2008; Yao 2010) . The question of what will happen in decision making regarding future topics is still unclear in MADM field and hasn't attracted that much through scholars. There are numerous topics which should be considered in decision making when it comes to future issues.
In order to solve the problems more effectively in the past, in both the alternatives and the criteria the fix and decision were assumed to have occurred only once. Without a doubt the validity of decisions would be compromised and this matter which failed to consider that values could change over time and situations (Jassbi et al. 2014) . Generally decision making and planning for future always is so hard and requires more attention. In decision making about future matters many issues can occur like changes in the alternatives, criteria, needs and values but which one is more important and should be considered right from the start? If we consider values, alternatives and criteria won't change that much but still some topics and actions may happen and effect on the decision-making process and priorities. These probable important actions and problems are called limiters in this research and model. Each of them or a combination between them can happen and affect the whole process.
This research presents a new MADM model in decision making about future and considers alternatives due to the existing limiters. This can be an appropriate contribution in MADM field and make that more helpful. Limiters classically consider based on experts' idea but other methodologies can be applied to this model. Scenarios can be considered as limiters but consider that the best alternative is without limiter then scenarios should have a negative perspective. Consider that limiters have been considered for alternatives and because of that they cannot be better than the assumption made in this step. In future researches the positive scenarios can be considered but the criteria should be changed as well. This new model in MADM about future situations calls Prospective Multiple Attribute Decision Making (PMADM) up until now and will focus on the future issues in MADM methodology. This new model is just an introduction in the PMADM field. To illustrate, more applications of PMADM model were applied in WASPAS methodology with a case study in Amirkabir University of Technology (Tehran, Iran).
A brief literature on Multiple Attribute Decision Making (up to now)
Three powerful review articles have been published since 2011 on MCDM field from first up to now (Zavadskas, Turskis 2011; Liou, Tzeng 2012; Zavadskas et al. 2014) . As all researchers know MCDM and especially MADM as a multi-disciplinary methodology which is useful in decision making in different fields, this issue would possibly be one of the best advantages of this multi-disciplinary field. Zavadskas et al. (2014) have presented a category from applications of MCDM in different fields such as: Management, Economic, Civil Engineering, Geography, Environmental studies, Chemistry, Business, Planning, Computer science and etc. Then it can be concluded that MCDM is a worldwide accepted methodology across all fields.
MADM as a methodology officially has started since 1968 when SAW method introduced (MacCrimon 1968). Ever since that moment so many MADM methodologies have emerged up to now and BWM (Rezaei 2015) were the last ones to have been proposed. During this time period so many classic MADM methods developed such as: AHP (Saaty 1980) , TOPSIS (Hwang, Yoon 1981) , ELECTRE (Roy 1968) , COPRAS (Zavadskas, Kaklauskas 1996) , ARAS , VIKOR (Opricovic 1998) , SWARA (Keršulienė et al. 2010) , WASPAS (Zavadskas et al. 2012) , MACBETH (Bana e Costa, Vansnick 1994), FARE (Ginevicius 2011) , PROMETHEE (Brans et al. 1984) , MOORA (Brauers, Zavadskas 2006) , MULTIMOORA (Brauers, Zavadskas 2010 ) and etc. All classic MADM methods have advantages in decision making process but these methodologies do not consider the dynamics in the time periods. Nowadays, decision making about future topics is more important in comparison with one decade ago and it seems methodologies should be expanded and tailored to this need. Generally MADM in one of best methodologies in all decision making fields and this would be an appropriate time for developing Prospective Multiple Attribute Decision Making (PMADM). PMADM is a new horizon in the decision making in general and class MADM that has ever been put forth. Ozernoy (1988) has presented a brief investigative approach on the application of MCDM methods in USSR in time period of [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] . USSR previously applied MCDM methods in the science and technology issue and R&D project selection. They have had a long-term perspective for selecting the big projects. This research was one of the first long term perspectives in the past.
A brief literature on new trends in MADM towards future topics
One of the first researches on dynamic decision making in MADM field was presented in 1998. In that research dynamic MADM described in a way that views such decisions with time and uncertainty factors considered distinctly. This research claimed that for different situations different results and outcomes will come about (Leong 1998) .
Another one of the first main researches on MADM and future studies was presented in 2003 (Salo et al. 2003) . In that research MADM applied in technology foresight field about decision making in R&D projects, but the presented article did not put forth any new methodology for this purpose. Moreover, the research just considered the probable future and made classic decisions based on MADM methods.
In 2008, Xu tried to consider the criteria's weight dynamically. His research proposed that importance of criteria in different time periods are different. Xu applied interval data for this purpose, but eventually did not present a special methodology to serve this purpose. Nevertheless the idea was a notable contribution to the field.
Another research on dynamic MADM is about using historical data and time series analysis which was presented in 2010 (Lou et al. 2010) . The article did not specifically focus on the future, but prediction can be a good start to this end. Campanella and Ribeiro (2011) investigated the classic methods of MADM and dynamic MADM. Research presented a learning system based on the MADM model and used historic data and past experiences in the model. The system which was presented in the research is applied in helicopter's control. In different instances, the system recorded the results and kept working in that way constantly.
Another progress in this area presented future scenarios and MADM methods (Trutnevyte et al. 2012) . In this article visioning, scenario planning and MADM were applied altogether. Probable scenarios designed based on a clear vision in energy field and finally MADM framework was applied to analyze them. Arms et al. (2012) separated strategies into two sections: static and dynamic. They emphasize the important issues that researchers should take into account. They proposed that each dynamic strategy should provide added value and also reduce or eradicate the possible risks in each scenario as it occurs in reality.
One of brilliant and primary idea in dynamic MADM presented in an article about green supplier selection (Zhang 2012) . The author considered three distinct time periods for the decision making process and criteria. There isn't any special information about time periods but model had something new as an idea and alternatives were considered separately in each time period.
Durbach and Stewart (2012) concentrated on strategic topics and placed a greater emphasis on uncertainties in these kinds of topics. MADM framework is applied in this research but they also applied fuzzy numbers and scenarios for making their analysis. Prospective thinking can be identified from this research.
Foresight perspective is one of the other contributions made to this field. Hashemkhani Zolfani et al. (2013) added foresight perspective to the decision making process in MADM. The primary location for the possible site for the project at hand based on foresight perspective was chosen and the applicability was fully demonstrated in the presented research article. In fact locating sites based on a prospect perspective was the contribution the said study made using this new framework relating to this research, although the research presented a new hybrid MADM model but the new hybrid model can be categorized in the classic MADM framework.
Grey numbers was another way for considering time in a period. Wang et al. (2014) applied grey numbers in a classic MADM model for an investment case study. Tadic et al. (2014) created a logical relationship between future scenarios and MADM methods. System logistic of Belgrade city was the case study of this research and authors evaluated future scenarios based on FAHP and FTOPSIS. Decision making process is established based on current situation but there isn't any direct relationship to future situation in the research.
Dynamic AHP (DAHP) presented for developing application of AHP and in general MADM (Gonzalez-Prida et al. 2014) . In literature AHP was the first classic method which was considered to be developed to a dynamic framework. The model is developed based on previous experiences from the past and did not say anything from the future. As we can see in literature DMADM is related to time but future is not on it for sure. Ondrus et al. (2014) is designed based on Salo et al. (2003) research article. This research is based on MADM model and technology foresight just as Salo et al. (2003) . This research added computer calculation and visualizing to the previous framework. Also a specialized model designed to each expert can cooperating in decision making based on those criteria that select by own. Jassbi et al. (2014) presented a new model in DMADM. Past, current situation and future are considered in the new model and undoubtedly this new model presented in the article has been a major contribution. Disadvantages of this research are the time limitation regarding the future. This model only can consider the near future since it is highly dependent on using predictions for for calculating and analysis. In the following sections, two new models will be presented based on the PMADM concept. PMADM can easily cover DMADM models because every bit of applicable data for decision making in the future is significant to its development, yet it is not limited solely to DMADM. PMADM is designed to make decisions about future topics while in DMADM future does not necessarily have to be taken into consideration.
New PMADM models based on future limitations
Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) process can be used to make decisions about future topics just as with the current situations. Generally MADM does not put forth any special approach for making decisions regarding future issues. This new model which is based on the MADM framework has a new perspective and approach in making decision about future.
The new model considers future limiters in the evaluation process. Each limiter which can occur in the future and within the time period a topic is being explored can be considered in the process of decision making about a possible future scenario. Previously in MADM field limiters did not used to be checked out during the solving process, even though it is quite obvious that for decision making about future scenarios, different factors and events can influence the deciding factors in reality. As time goes by, the inability to consider such limiters in the MADM methods and presented models starts to feel more consequential than they used to, simply because these days decision making about future scenarios has been gaining much more ground and credibility in comparison to the past.
The process includes evaluating alternatives based on existing limiters. In evaluating alternatives based on each criterion, alternatives are explored based on limiters as they are investigated by different experts and their ideas. For each future limiter alternative or alternatives are examined separately. Nevertheless, the best scenario is still the same as the one made in the classic MADM models which suggests that there are not any limiters observed in the model. This model can easily be added to the previous MADM methods such as: TOPSIS, VIKOR, COPRAS, ARAS, WASPAS and etc. This is a merit of this new model because the inputs are identical to their original models. Inputs in evaluating alternatives based on criteria can be calculated with average of different scenarios for each alternative and criterion.
The nature of MADM models is expert based and this matter is so important in developing this field in decision making about future issues. This model isn't separate from this vital issue and alternatives in different scenarios are calculated based on experts' ideas about impacts of limiters on alternatives in each criterion. This can be joining to other methodologies from different fields but MADM field needs a separate special framework.
Future limiters can be considered from experts' perspective or other methodologies like Scenario Planning and Cross Impact Analysis can be helpful in identifying them. But this new originally model is designed based on experts' ideas.
Future limiters can be driving forces or any kind of actions that can be effective in a systematic decision making about something. Limiters can be considered in current position and experts can analyse them in the process of decision making but in decision making about an issue in the future, it's hard to say how much limiters can affect the actions and evaluations.
An important issue can be considered here is that the new model only shows limiters separately and this is not one of the limitations looked at on this research as they can simply be considered in decision making in different cases. These events could overlap, therefore adding more than two variables to the alternatives as a different limiter. This issue also can be another advantage of this research about new model. The new model can be considered in PMADM category and is shown in Table 1 .
New PMADM models based on future limitations and their probabilities
In many cases the information available is not sufficient to make a solid decision. Future limitations will not be enough for decision making in many important cases. How should the limiters in the model be looked upon? This is the main question that will be addressed in this section. At first probabilities should be measured. This is a general model for PMADM and this research proposes that probabilities can be considered based on experts' idea. Other methodologies like Cross Impact Analysis can be applied in this section for measuring probabilities. Limiters with higher probabilities should have more effect in the model which is shown in the Tables 2 and 3. This research proposes two different approaches in dealing with such predicaments. Table 2 exhibits the first approach in which probabilities are examined directly in accordance with the experts' ideas about evaluating alternatives based on limiters. This model preserves the priorities because evaluating will decrease the variables but not change the relationships between them and the alternatives will be valid. Authors consider this approach directly and called it the direct approach. Consider that options without limiter or limiters will no longer need any process in calculation; therefore deleted the corresponding cell can be removed from the tables. Table 3 illustrates the indirect method in applying probabilities to the model. In this approach possible changes are studied separately and then re-examined with the probabilities included. Possible changes (P.C) should be compared to experts' evaluating of alternatives without limiters. P.C evaluating can be based on different measures and units. Generally, the way of thinking is vital in this section and differences in approaches are not regarded as important.
It should be noted that these models can be applied in ranking MADM methods like: TOPSIS, VIKOR, COPRAS, ARAS, WASPAS and etc. This is a general framework to develop MADM field in a new area which focuses mainly on the future studies. Table 1 . PMADM model based on future limitations
A n based on L n-1 A n based on … A n based on L n-n Table 2 . PMADM model based on future limitations and their probabilities (Directly approach) Table 3 . PMADM model based on future limitations and their probabilities (Indirectly approach) 
Case study
Amirkabir University of Technology, as a one of the most prestigious universities in Iran, put together a research team that started to do study and investigate the futures studies since 1995. In 2010 the futures studies research group was promoted to The Futures Studies Research Centre and has ever since been recruiting many post graduate students since 2010 and as of 2012 PhD candidates to be a part of the team. The academic field for students define as a Technology Foresight program and includes many subfields. According to experiences that university got different fields included in their researches. The university looks forward to the best choices to expand their research areas. In this section the most appropriate fields will be evaluating with applying new concept in a classic MADM methods.
Research fields are defined in four categories which can be seen as follow: 1. Sustainable future and Sustainable development, 2. Policy making and Decision science, 3. R&D and High tech industries, 4. Entrepreneurship and innovation systems. Consider that these categories are designed based on previous experiences of university and also research its research outputs. In categorizing as an alternative, members of technology foresight group of the university have cooperated.
Criteria for this evaluation are selected in a meeting of Amirkabir University of Technology's technology foresight group with the participation of all five senior members. Members are included three professors, one associate professor and one assistant professor. Main members are from different research fields in general but have experiences in future studies in practise in their career. The main criteria have considered for this case study through the meeting: C 1 : Necessary needs in industries and business foundations, C 2 : Possibility of attract governmental and public sections participation, C 3 : Coordination to university's interests and its vision, C 4 : Coordination rate to members' research fields, C 5 : Innovation level of researches (Ability).
Technology foresight group is believed to have directed its future career (next 15 years ahead) based on a suitable decision. The decision making model for group is designed multi-criteria and for evaluating PMADM model, this part of research is applied.
Technology foresight group have considered an equal weight for each criterion because they want to find an optimum way for all of criteria which are important for the group and the university. Then each criterion's weight is considered 0.2. Afterwards WASPAS methodology is selected for evaluating alternatives which is introduced in the previous section. WASPAS is introduced by Zavadskas et al. (2012) and has been developing since then in hybrid models in different studies. In this section PMADM is applied in WASPAS methodology and a new version of PWASPAS is presented. Consider that PWASPAS can be developed more in future due to needs and applications. At first step in PWASPAS decision making matrix is established in Table 4 .
An important issue that should be considered is effects of limiters in evaluating. When limiters do not have any influence on alternative in comparison with a certain criterion, the evaluating doesn't change at all and will be as same as evaluating without limiter effect. Other steps are as same as WASPAS classic methodology which is shown in five steps below: Table 4 . Decision making matrix Table 6 is shown normalised and also weighted decision making matrix for the summarizing part which is calculated based on WASPAS methodology due to Table 5. Table 7 also is shown normalised and also weighted decision making matrix for multiplication part. Final results of PWASPAS methodology about evaluating alternatives is shown in Table 7 . As result has shown policy making and decision science has good potential to be developed more in the group and university. Other fields' priority is obvious now and should be considered carefully in planning. Eventually, that was a real case study for evaluating this new model, PMADM, and applying that in classic MADM methods. 
Conclusions
Each field has to develop due to needs and requirements and decision making is one of fields which pace of changes are much on it. MCDM in general and especially MADM as a part of it is one of notable parts of decision making. MADM as a field has only been known less than fifty years. At first, it did not develop much till 80s but after that has been changing constantly according to needs and ideas. Decision making in general has been getting harder in comparison to the past because the world affairs used to be less complicated than what they are today. MADM field through these years has become more advanced in decision making because MADM has the capacity for incorporating new perspectives and new topics. During these years MADM has developed to Dynamic MADM which views the time factor as an important parameter. Researches all around the world have concluded that decision making in different time periods should naturally bear different results. Scenarios change in different time periods which call for a more dynamic version of MADM to be developed. As the literature illustrated DMADM still needs to be developed in its concept. Jassbi et al. (2014) has so far been the most complete research on DMADM as they managed to explore the data from the past, the present and the future situations collectively. There are still some flaws in the research model but that is considerable. PMADM is totally concentrated on future topics as a core in decision making. Past, current and future information could be considered but only in future topics in general can be considerable.
Futures studies have developed in recent decades in different dimensions even as a separate field. Today futures studies and technology foresight are considered to be separate and a great number of methodologies have been developed in these fields. MADM field can be helpful in future studies in general because it needs to make an appropriate decision about future issues. Dynamic MADM could not fully cover future aspects and still needs to be improved. Also it needs a concept to consider all effective parameters even those that have not been identified yet in an MADM model.
In this research Prospective Multiple Attribute Decision Making (PMADM) introduced as a new approach for considering future topics in MADM model professionally. PMADM shouldn't be limited in current situation of MADM field and can be developed in all aspects of that and even consider and add new aspects to its concept. PMADM focuses deeply on future issues and can be considered as future studies methodology now or in near future. Current research just tried to present this new concept carefully and also present a new model based on this new concept. Furthermore, the case study about developing WASPAS method with PMADM concept can be helpful in describing better this new model and its applications.
As the first model for PMADM concept future limiters which are considered for the potential alternatives are added to the MADM framework. Each alternative is checked out separately through each limiter in each criterion. There isn't any particular limitation for the limiters because they can be considered through their different units and also can be viewed together or in a group of limiters all together. This is a general model for decision making when limiters will happen but other methodologies can be applied in this section such as: Scenarios, Cross Impact Analysis and other related future studies methodologies. Other outputs from other methodologies can be added to PMADM framework such as: Game Theory and System Dynamic.
In the next section some suggestions are presented which can direct probable future researches better. Without a doubt, PMADM can be a useful and powerful methodology in future studies and technology foresight fields, directly and in other multi-disciplinary fields and researches.
Suggestions of future studies
The main authors' suggestion can be followed: -Considering future limiters with dynamic criteria's weights. -Apply and develop scenarios in vital future topics as future limiters.
-Make a comparison between classic MADM methods with MADM methods with PMADM approach. -Considering future in weighting criteria.
-Creating an MADM method based on PMADM approach from the base.
